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Abstract 
Ransomware and advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks are proliferating on critical infrastructure in cities 
and nation-states. Holding a whole smart city for ransom using a combined cyberattack would, just a few years 
ago, have been the stuff of science fiction movies. Yet today sophisticated hacking techniques, the ease of use 

and availability of RaaS (Ransomware as a Service) and the vast vulnerabilities of computer systems, web 
applications, databases and various IoT-connected devices exposed in the wild are all creating a significant 
challenge for security teams. Such a movie may become reality. Some security teams in various sectors use 
active defense technology and deception security to deceive, trick bait, and lure hackers towards fake assets. 
Regardless of vulnerabilities in the wild, it helps detect the breach at an early stage and allows faster threat 
remediation before it is too late. In this study, we use a descriptive literature review to explore various real-life 
breach cases which occurred in smart cities. We use content analysis to detect similarities, patterns, significant 
correlations, and relationships between keywords. A synthesis analysis is conducted and the modern honeypot 

triangle model is suggested to reduce the risk of future similar breaches by deceiving cybercriminals and 
providing security teams with extensive early warning detection capabilities and intelligence about the 
attackers’ techniques and tactics. Finally, we provide recommendations for further analysis. 
 
Keywords: Ransomware, Deception Technology, Cybersecurity, IoT.  
 

1. Introduction  

This paper explores real-life breach cases on smart cities reported in the media over recent 
years. Learning from real cases is essential, especially in understanding the impact of 

significant attacks on smart cities and how to detect such cyberattacks quickly and 

remediate the threats and risks. 
 

Recently, the EU published the "Network and Information Security Directive" NIS2 and 

defined many new essential and important sectors that will be added to the original NIS 

directive. Reporting obligations and incident reporting are given special attention in the 
directive. Affected organizations will need to report any cyber incident within 72 hours. 

NIS2 will be applicable by 2024 after EU member states execute the legislation [1], [2]. 

 
Early warning systems and active defense techniques are necessary to detect attackers and 

remediate the threat as early as possible, to reduce the potential damage from a breach. The 

effectiveness of deception security has been researched in previous studies. For example, 
Ferguson-Walte [3], [4] concluded that the presence of deception, combined with 

knowledge of its existence, has the greatest effect on cyber attackers. A honeypot is a 

method to bait, deceive, and trick an attacker by placing fake computing assets in 

production or non-production networks. It looks real to attackers and provides alerts and 
intelligence as soon as the attacker communicates with the honeypot . The term honeypot 

for trapping attackers was used in the 1960s and 1970s when Clifford Stoll, an American 

astronomer, author, and teacher, set up a honeypot and tracked down a hacker who was 
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later identified as KGB recruit Markus Hess [5]. Over the last decade, a new technology 

industry has arisen, which Gartner also referred to as deception technology industry [6].  

 

Security operations centers use many tools for early warning of threats. However, not all 
of these tools utilize active defense technology, deception technology, or the modern 

honeypots that are discussed in this article. By implementing decoys and lures to deceive 

cybercriminals and distract them with fake assets, modern honeypots have the potential to 
reduce risk and improve service level agreements for early warning detection. This allows 

security teams to effectively remediate risks while the attackers are occupied and their 

efforts are wasted. The probability of harming real assets is reduced as soon as more decoys 

are added across the network and coverage is expanded or lures are used to divert the 
attackers to these decoys. This paper explores real-life breach cases on cities that have 

occurred already, synthesizing and suggesting a modern honeypot model as a deception 

strategy for smart cities. 
 

This paper aims to equip the cyber community that defends smart cities with a toolset of 

deception ideas and best practices for leveraging existing active defense technologies to 
improve their early warning detection capabilities and meet necessary upcoming 

regulations such as NIS2 [1], [2].  

 

Moreover, this paper identifies trends, relations, and common findings between various 
real-life breach cases that occurred and were reported in the news. The paper suggests 

insights and recommendations of how a suggested modern honeypot triangle model can 

help to defend smart cities and provide early detection to Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
and ransomware attacks. Finally, we also discuss suggestions for future research. 

 

2. Methods 

For this paper a descriptive literature review was conducted using three search engines: 
Google, Bing and Yahoo. The search engines were used to search for news reports of breach 

cases on cities. 

 
The following search terms were used: "attack on cities", "attack on smart cities", 

"published attacks", "published breaches", "attack on government", "government breach", 

"attacks on IoT in cities", "attack on smart devices", "attack on connected devices", "attack 
on smart homes", " ransomware attack on cities", "APT attack on cities", "attack on 

emergency alarms", "attack on CCTV", "attack on transportation.", and "breaches in cities 

and government". 

 
The criteria for inclusion in the literature review were: a published breach involving an 

official city or government office and a significant impact on the entity. This impact could 

take various forms, such as affecting many users, compromising safety or national security, 
interrupting online payment services or services offered to citizens, or impacting a large 

number of students. Additionally, significant operational disruptions in transportation, 

healthcare, finance, or other areas within a city or government were also considered. 
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The entry point, the impact of each breach, the type, and the sector were classified into 

categories. An in-depth review of all published cases was conducted, and the content of 

cases was compared between the various sources. In cases of ransomware, a search on 

which variants were used was also conducted.  
 

Categories of business use case impact and technical use case impact were defined, and 

each case's business and technical impact were classified accordingly. Then analysis of key 
similarities and differences between these published breaches was conducted using content 

analysis, keyword frequency analysis, and Spearman correlation to search for significant 

correlations between certain keywords within the reported articles. The findings were then 

summarized for discussion in this paper; how we can minimize, reduce, and remediate the 
impact of similar cases in the future by using the modern honeypot model suggested in this 

paper to provide cities with outstanding early warning capabilities. 

 

2. Results 

2.1. Descriptive Literature Review and Synthetic Analysis 

Following the articles search over three search engines, the initial query yielded eighty-six 
articles. Of these articles, twenty-one real-life breach cases met the criteria for inclusion in 

the literature review. These cases are outlined in Table 1. Even though all of the breach 

cases have already occurred and have been reported in the news, the researcher has chosen 

not to disclose the names of the affected organizations. Instead, the focus is on the impacted 
sectors and the nature of the breaches, as well as suggesting a future model to defend against 

similar incidents in the future. 

 
When looking for similarities among the breach cases it was discovered that over 65% of 

the cases were in the government sector. Based on the published reports, ransomware 

attacks and data breaches were the main type of attacks. The ransomware variants used in 

the attacks were Ryuk, WannaCry, Trickbot, and Lockbit. When searching for common 
entry points, the following categories were defined: Computer systems were 44% of the 

cases, web applications were 33% of the cases, databases were 12% of cases, and IoT were 

11% of cases.  
 

Based on the published cases, most breaches resulted from weak or stolen credentials, 

unpatched or outdated software, a lack of authentication or authentication methods, and an 
insecure configuration or management interface. Based on the analysis conducted, the main 

weaknesses used were divided into the following categories: 44% were unpatched servers, 

33% were vulnerable web applications, 12% were exposed databases, and 11% were 

misconfigured firewalls. 
 

Trellix reported similar findings [7] in Q3 2022, within the same time frame of these cases. 

Lockbit was one of the top ransomware families used in 2022. Additionally, they reported 
that Cobalt Strike and Mimikatz were the most malicious hacking tools used and attackers 

continue to leverage most Operating System (OS) binaries such as Command Prompt 

(CMD), PowerShell, Scheduled Tasks (Schtasks), and Windows Management 
Instrumentation (WMI) as well as third-party tools like remote access tools, red team tools, 

and file transfer tools. 
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The higher percentage of computer systems and web applications entry points in 

comparison to IoT and databases is related to the fact that computer systems and web 

applications have more potential entry points. For example, computer systems may have 

vulnerabilities in their operating system or open ports that attackers can exploit. Web 
applications may contain code or server vulnerabilities that allow malicious actors to inject 

malware or access sensitive information. By comparison, IoT systems and databases may 

have fewer entry points that can be targeted. 
                                       

The attackers’ main goal was to create as significant an impact as possible to increase the 

probability of getting their ransom request paid. In many cases, it was not reported whether 

the ransom was eventually paid or not.  
 

Sophos's report also mentioned that in both state and governments, there were higher 

ransomware encryption rates 72% in 2022 [8]. 
   

Table 1. Examples for cyberattacks on cities which were reported in the news 

Sector Entry point category Impact based on the source 

Education 
 

Computer Systems 
 

Hundreds of thousands of students were 
affected. 
 

Government 
 

Computer Systems 
 

A significant percentage of recorded 
storage devices 
 

Government Computer Systems 

 

Hundreds of outside sirens activated. 

 
Education 
 

Computer Systems 
 

School's data encrypted  

Transportation 
 

Web Applications 
 

Online tickets, web and signals 

Education Web Applications 
 

Tens of thousands of students were 
affected. 
 

Education 
 

Web Applications 
 

Thousands of students were affected. 
 

Government 
 

Databases 
 

Delayed rent payments 
 

Legal 
 

Web Applications 
 

Tens of servers and workstations 
 

Government 
 

Web Applications 
 

Servers/network and important city data 
were stolen. 

 
Education 
 

Computer Systems 
 

Shut down of phone lines, locked and 
encrypted school system data.  
 

Government 
 

Web applications  Online payment utilities, traffic tickets and 
law enforcement operations. 
 

Healthcare 

 

Web applications Health insurance/medical information.  

 
Utilities 
 

IoT 
 

The hacker tried to poison the water 
supply.  
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Government Computer Systems   
 

Thousands of government computers 
The office moved to work with paper. 
 

Government 
 

Computer Systems   
 

Email servers, fingerprinting and 
background checking system. 
 

Government 
 

Web applications 
 

Hundreds of online computers during the 
holiday. 
 

Government 
 

Computer Systems   
 

The city took all servers down as a 
precaution following the detection of the 
cyberattack. 
 

Government 

 

Web applications 

 
 

Hundreds of computers were infected and 

all the city’s files were locked. 
 

Government 
 

Databases 
 

Telephones, online payments                   

Government 
                            

Computer Systems 
 

911 and online payments were down and 
took weeks to recover as part of a 
simultaneous attack on many cities. 
 

Sources: [11],[12],[13],[14],[15],[16],[17],[18],[19],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25] 

 

All twenty-one published breach case articles were analyzed using content analysis, 

keyword frequency analysis, and the Spearman correlation test between keywords using 

Voyant software [9]. When analyzing keyword frequency, the top fifty-five keywords met 
the expectation for this study (Fig. 3.) in which "ransomware" and "breach" appear among  

the top ten keywords which were: "city", "attack", "security"," incident"," government,"" 

data", "ransomware", "breach", "access", and "information" (Fig. 4. ) 
 

 
Fig. 3. Top 55 keywords frequency from published attacks 
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Fig. 4. Top Keywords Above 10 Frequency Count 

 

When checking for Spearman correlations between keywords, interesting and significant 
findings were detected (Fig. 5.):  

• Between the keywords "attack", "concerns", "digital", "enforcement", 

"compufunding", "costs", and "disruption", and the keyword "government". 
• Between the keywords "cybercriminals", "city", "municipal", and "advanced", and 

the keyword: "ransomware". 

• Between the keywords: "concern" and "government", and the keyword "incident". 
• Between the keyword: "breach" and the keyword "data". 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Significant keywords Correlations in published reports 
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The visual linkage between keywords clearly emphasizes that ransomware received a high 

level of attention in the breach cases reported in the news. 

 

The relationship between the keywords: "attack" and "government"; "ransomware" and 
"government"; "attack" and "ransomware"; "ransomware", "access" and "data" were found 

to be significant, and this visual linkage is presented in Fig. 6. 

 
These keywords' correlation seems obvious and makes sense. Most importantly, this 

ensures the reliability of the specific cases that are included in the literature review and 

allows a focused analysis of these cases for the purposes of this study in order to draw 

meaningful deductions regarding future potential implications and suggestions.  
 

Since this paper recommends the use of active defense technology and modern honeypots 

for improving early warning capabilities, a keyword analysis was also conducted to assess 
whether deception technology, modern honeypots, or other keywords related to those topics 

exist in the articles. An interesting finding was that "active defense technology", "deception 

technology", "decoy", "lures", "honeypot", or "active defense" keywords did not appear in 
any of these published reports. There could be a few reasons for this. First, many published 

breaches do not mention which security tools the organization used and had in place during 

the attack. Second, if the attack or breach succeeds, the security tools in place are no longer 

an interesting topic to write about. However, if the breach was made on a fake asset or 
decoys containing fake content and the fake data was leaked, stolen, or published by the 

attacker, then we would expect that a successful deception of an attacker at such a level 

would get published. A case of this sort was not found in the literature within this study, 
which may imply a gap in knowledge on this topic and highlights the potential importance 

and contribution of this paper to the cybersecurity community. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. (a) relationship between "attack" and "government" keywords; (b) relationship between "ransomware" 
and "government" keywords; (c) relationship between "ransomware" and "attack" keywords; (d) relationship 

between "ransomware", "access" and data keywords. 

a b 

c d 
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2.2. The Modern honeypot model for smart cities 

Following the synthesis analysis of twenty-one published breach cases on smart cities, both 

business use case impact and technical use case impact were categorized for all these cases 

accordingly. The business use case categories that were defined were: 
 Financial losses - expenses related to infrastructure damages and recovery costs;  

 Loss of reputation - damage to public image and trust in businesses and government;  

 Legal challenges - liability issues, regulations, and enforcement;  
 Interruption of services - disruption to services and operations;  

 Data loss - exposure or loss of confidential and sensitive data. 

 

The technical impact use cases categories that were defined were: 
 Encryption and access controls - includes items like locked files and encryption of 

computer systems; 

 Network security - includes controlling and/or halting of IoT-CCTV, recording 
storage devices, VOIP, network devices, smart connected devices, and emergency 

alarms; 

 Data loss - includes stolen data and controlling and/or halting of information 
systems; 

 Online services - includes controlling and/or halting of online payment services, 

email server breaches, and signals; 

 Critical infrastructure - includes controlling and/or halting of critical infrastructure 
and medical devices. 

 

Deception technology includes high-level interaction decoys, medium-level interaction 
decoys, and low-level interaction lures. These can be purchased by business organizations 

and can be designed and customized as required [6]. 

 

Following the defined technical use case impact categories, we suggest the modern 
honeypot triangle model for smart cities by using deception technology and customization 

of decoys for any sector. 

 
We define the full modern honeypot model as a unified main triangle consisting of four 

sub-triangles that must include the following components: 

 The first component, a Full Operating System (OS) Windows decoy, which is a 
golden image of any version of Windows server decoy. Any software can be run on 

it, and it can monitor services such as Remote Desktop (RDP), Windows 

Management Instrumentation (WMI), Web, Microsoft SQL Server( MSSQL), 

Active Directory (AD), Domain Name Systems (DNS) and more. A Full OS of Linux 
is also an advantage to mimicking a Linux server and should contain high-interaction 

services such as Secure Shell (SSH) , Web service, MySQL service, and more; 

 The second component is an emulated decoy that can easily be changed to any OS 
and can be adjusted to run multiple emulated services. It can be customized to look 

like a real server or workstation and can be deployed at scale across multiple 

VLANS; 
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 The third component is the lures, which are like bread crumbs distributed to 

endpoints. They deceive and bait attackers and refer them to the emulated decoys or 

the Full OS decoys; 

 The fourth component of the full modern honeypot model is the remediation of the 
threat actor as soon as communication with one of the decoys occurs. There are 

various remediation measures that can be executed, such as blocking communication 

using a firewall, conducting network containment using endpoint protection and 
network access control systems, restoring an endpoint or server using backup 

systems, sending alerts to Security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) 

or central management on the cloud, sending new signatures of zero-day to anti-

virus, sending alerts through SMS and notifications, using the Security Information 
and Event Management (SIEM) or SOAR to perform advanced actions on endpoints, 

such as removal of files, and sending binaries to sandboxes for further analysis. 

 
In Fig. 7 we associate the technical impact use case categories with the relevant component 

of the suggested modern honeypot model and in Fig. 8 we show a suggested example for 

implementing the model in the government sector. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The suggested modern honeypot triangle model for smart cities 
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Fig. 8. Example of a modern honeypot triangle model implementation for a municipality 

 

3. Discussion 
This study used a descriptive literature review to explore various real-life attack cases on 

cities that occurred in recent years and were reported in the news. A synthesis analysis was 

conducted using content analysis, which revealed that significant keywords within the 

content of the published articles focused on and discussed ransomware and data breaches 
in cities and the government sector. This ensures that the selected cases share content that 

reflects the aim and purpose of this paper. 

 
Although many vulnerabilities exist on IoT smart-connected devices which are distributed 

in smart cities, most of the attacks carried out over recent years and which are explored in 

this paper used ransomware variants, mainly targeting computer systems and web 
applications rather than IoT smart-connected devices. Computer systems and web 

applications have a large number of exposed vulnerabilities that are leveraged daily by 

attackers. These can be exploited even by unsophisticated technical hackers who use 

Ransomware as a Service (RaaS) [10]. Based on the cases reviewed in this paper, attackers' 
motivations were mostly financial. Their objective was to cause a significant financial loss, 

which would result in a high ransom payment and increase the likelihood of payment. This 

would create a heavy reliance on the attackers for system release. Whether or not the 
ransom was paid was not published for the selected cases. However, in 2022, Sophos 

published a survey of 965 respondents which revealed that the average global ransomware 

payment in 2021 was almost five times greater than in 2020. In their report for the state and 
local government sector, they reported an increase in the volume of cyberattacks of 59%, 
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an increase in the complexity of cyberattacks of 59% and an increase in the impact of 

cyberattacks of 56% [8].  

 

Smart cities should get prepared for the worst. A future combined cyberattack on a city 
could involve multiple groups of attackers encrypting key data such as financial and other 

critical infrastructure in cities, halting various essential services including healthcare, 

utilities, education, governmental, communication, transportation, and other systems by 
making them inaccessible. They may then threaten to release the stolen data publicly or 

keep it encrypted until the ransom amount is paid. To increase the chances of success, other 

attacks may be launched in tandem with ransomware attacks, such as distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attacks to disrupt services and phishing campaigns to gain access to user 
credentials. A combined attack of this sort is a huge national security risk. It could disrupt 

essential online services, risk people's safety in hospitals or on roads, and affect the stock 

exchange, raw material prices, and essential food, gas and energy supply.   
 

What do we learn from this study? We should not only ask how to prevent breaches from 

occurring in cities because the reality is that in today's digital world, it has become an 
impossible mission. The volume of attacks is increasing, and a future possible combined 

cyberattack on cities is becoming a huge risk. We should ask how we can delay attackers, 

get an early warning on breaches to minimize the effect, and how we can deceive the 

attackers and keep them busy while we remediate the threat. One day it will be interesting 
to see attackers publish fake data that they have stolen, believing that the locked shared 

drives and files were all authentic. Such a phenomenon will symbolize a different approach 

to fighting cybercriminals and would potentially be a small win for organizations in their 
endless battle with attackers. We suggest the modern honeypot triangle model for smart 

cities. Deception technology as an early warning detection solution can be commercially 

achieved by any city, implemented and customized to fit its needs. The modern honeypot 

triangle model for smart cities will allow security operations to deceive, bait and trick 
attackers, reduce the time for detection, reduce risk, and improve remediation capabilities. 

 

Future in-depth research on similar topics in smart cities is recommended to be done on 
breach cases where organizations used deception technology to research if the breach 

impact was minimized and at what level the attacker was deceived. Other future research 

is recommended on the effect of deception technology on attackers targeting IoT-connected 
devices in cities.  
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